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Introduction
Kubernetes is a container orchestration platform that enables its users to deploy
and scale their microservice applications at any scale: from one service to
thousands of services. Unleashing the power of Kubernetes is often more
complicated than it may initially seem — the learning curve for application
developers is particularly steep. Knowing what to do is just half the battle, then
you have to choose the best tools to do the job. So how do Go developers create
a development workflow on Kubernetes that is fast and effective?
Application developers face two unique challenges when trying to create
productive development workflows on Kubernetes.
 Most development workflows are optimized for local development, and
Kubernetes applications are designed to be native to the cloud.
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 As Kubernetes applications evolve into complex microservice architectures,
the development environments also become more complex as every
microservice adds additional dependencies. These services quickly start to
need more resources than are available in your typical local development
environment.
In this tutorial, we’ll set up a development environment for Kubernetes and make a
change to a Golang microservice. Normally to develop locally, we’d have to wait
for a container build, push to registry and deploy to see the effect of our code
change. Instead, we’ll use Telepresence to see the results of our change instantly.

Part 1: Rapidly Developing Golang
Microservices
Build a cloud development environment with Telepresence & Golang

Step 1: Deploy a Sample Microservices Application
For our example, we’ll make code changes to a Go service running between a
resource-intensive Java service and a large datastore. We’ll start by deploying a
sample microservice application consisting of 3 services:
VeryLargeJavaService: A memory-intensive service written in Java that
generates the front-end graphics and web pages for our application
DataProcessingService: A Golang service that manages requests for
information between the two services.
VeryLargeDataStore: A large datastore service that contains the sample data
for our Edgey Corp store.
Note: We’ve called these VeryLarge services to emphasize the fact that your local
environment may not have enough CPU and RAM, or you may just not want to pay
for all that extra overhead for every developer.
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In this architecture diagram, you’ll notice that requests from users are routed
through an ingress controller to our services. For simplicity’s sake, we’ll skip the
step of deploying an ingress controller in this tutorial. If you’re ready to use
Telepresence in your own setup and need a simple way to set up an ingress
controller, we recommend checking out the Ambassador Edge Stack which can be
easily configured with the K8s Initializer.
Let’s deploy the sample application to your Kubernetes cluster:
kubectl apply -fhttps://raw.githubusercontent.com/datawire/edgey-corp-go/main/k8s-config/e
dgey-corp-web-app-no-mapping.yaml

Step 2: Set up your local Go development environment
We’ll need a local development environment so that we can edit the
DataProcessingService service. As you can see in the architecture diagram above, the
DataProcessingService
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, so in order to make a change to this service, we’ll have to
interact with these other services as well. Let’s get started!
VeryLargeDataStore

 Clone the repository for this application from GitHub.
git clonehttps://github.com/datawire/edgey-corp-go.git

 Change directories into the DataProcessingService
cd edgey-corp-go/DataProcessingService

 Start the Go server:
go build main.go && ./main

 See your service running!
10:23:41 app | Welcome to the DataProcessingGoService!

 In another terminal window,
returning blue .

curl localhost:3000/color

to see that the service is

$ curl localhost:3000/color“blue”

Step 3: Rapid Development with Telepresence
Instead of waiting for a container image to build, pushed to a repository, and
deployed to our Kubernetes cluster we are going to use Telepresence, an open
source Cloud Native Computing Foundation project. Telepresence creates a
bidirectional network connection between your local development and the
Kubernetes cluster to enable fast, efficient Kubernetes development.
 Download Telepresence 60MB
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# Mac OS X
sudo curl -fLhttps://app.getambassador.io/download/tel2/darwin/amd64/latest/teleprese
nce -o /usr/local/bin/telepresence#Linux
sudo curl -fL https://app.getambassador.io/download/tel2/linux/amd64/latest/teleprese
nce -o /usr/local/bin/telepresence

 Make the binary executable
$ sudo chmod a+x /usr/local/bin/telepresence

 Test Telepresence by connecting to the remote cluster
$ telepresence connect

 Send a request to the Kubernetes API server:
$ curl -ikhttps://kubernetes.default.svc.cluster.localHTTP/1.1 401 Unauthorized
Cache-Control: no-cache, private
Content-Type: application/json
Www-Authenticate: Basic realm="kubernetes-master"
Date: Tue, 09 Feb 2021 23:21:51 GMT

Great! You’ve successfully configured Telepresence. Right now, Telepresence is
intercepting the request you’re making to the Kubernetes API server, and routing
over its direct connection to the cluster instead of over the Internet.

Step 4: Intercept Your Golang Service
An intercept is a routing rule for Telepresence. We can create an intercept to route
traffic intended for the DataProcessingService in the cluster and instead route all of
the traffic to the local version of the

DataProcessingService

running on port 3000.

 Create the intercept
telepresence intercept dataprocessingservice — port 3000
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 Access the application directly with Telepresence.
Visit http://verylargejavaservice:8080 . Again, Telepresence is intercepting
requests from your browser and routing them directly to the Kubernetes
cluster.
 Now, we’ll make a code change. Open

edgey-corp-

and change the value of the color variable
to orange . Save the file, stop the previous server instance and start

go/DataProcessingService/main.go

from

blue

it again with

go build main.go && ./main

.

 Reload the page in your browser and see how the color has changed from blue
to orange!
That’s it! With Telepresence we saw how quickly we can go from editing a local
service to seeing how these changes will look when deployed with the larger
application. When you compare it to our original process of building and deploying
a container after every change, it’s very easy to see how much time you can save
especially as we make more complex changes or run even larger services.

Part 2: Debugging Go Microservices in
Kubernetes with VScode
Learn to debug Go microservices locally while testing against dependencies in a
remote Kubernetes cluster

The Difficulty with Debugging Applications Running in
Kubernetes
Splitting your application into microservices introduces a number of challenges.
Particularly with debugging. Splitting an application into several, if not dozens, of
microservices creates a complex dependency tree that becomes nearly
impossible to replicate in staging.
Sure, you can use unit tests with tools like GoMock and GoStub to simulate
external dependencies or introduce synthetic data into the mix, but it still leaves
you unsure if it will work with data from your actual services.
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And after you have deployed your service into your cluster, running a remote
debugging session can be tricky to get right, due to the complicated configuration
of ports and protocols that need to be set via your Kubernetes service YAML. You
often lose the ability to use your favorite debugging tools and strategies.

Step 1: Deploy a Sample Microservice Application
We’re going to be working with the sample Edgey Corp application written in Go.
 Apply the manifest for the Edgey Corp app to your K8s cluster
kubectl apply -fhttps://raw.githubusercontent.com/datawire/edgey-corp-go/main/k8s-con
fig/edgey-corp-web-app-no-mapping.yaml

 Git clone the code for the Edgey Corp app to your machine
git clonehttps://github.com/datawire/edgey-corp-go.git

Now that we have the Edgey Corp app running in our Kubernetes cluster, and we
have the code on our local machine let’s pop it open with VSCode.
Let’s check the application is running successfully. Run a
pods are up and running for the 3 microservices:
verylargejavaservice and dataprocessingservice .

kubectl get pods

verylargedatastore

to see the

,

$ kubectl get pods
NAME READY STATUS RESTARTS AGE
verylargedatastore-cd998dfc6-k5bkw 1/1 Running 0 19s
verylargejavaservice-77748f79d6-dx4kj 1/1 Running 0 20s
dataprocessingservice-f5b644d95-s98hp 1/1 Running 0 20s

With the sample application up and running we can configure VScode to start
debugging.

Step 2: Configure VScode and Delve
VScode is a great all-purpose IDE with countless extensions to get you up and
running quickly. We are going to use the Go extension made by the Google team
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with the Go debugger tool called Delve. Here are links to each tool:
Visual Studio Code
Go for Visual Studio Code Extension
Delve the Go debugger
You’ll want to make sure that Delve is both installed to your local system and
connected to VScode through the Go extension.

Install Delve to your local system
go install github.com/go-delve/delve/cmd/dlv@latest

Connect Delve to VScode
 Open VScode now
 Access the command palette with (command+shift+p)
 Select

Go: install/update tools

.

 Check the box for DLV and any other options you might find useful.
 Click Ok
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Run your Go code in debugging mode
 Open the project directory for the Edgy Corp Go App in VScode
 Open up the file

dataprocessingservice/main.go

 Click the debug icon on the right side.
 Lastly, click “Run and Debug”
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You should now see the debug console starting to log output.
API server listening at: 127.0.0.1:48808
Welcome to the DataProcessingGoService!
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Let’s check that it’s working by navigating to localhost:3000 in your browser. You
can also navigate to localhost:3000/color to see how the Go application response
to the color endpoint.

Step 3: Intercept Your Service with Telepresence
So debugging one microservice in isolation is fine, but it still leaves us assuming
what is going to happen when it is connected to the rest of the microservice in our
application. Let’s introduce Telepresence here to debug our local Go microservice
as part of the larger application.
 Install telepresence CLI
macOS
sudo curl -fLhttps://app.getambassador.io/download/tel2/darwin/amd64/latest/teleprese
nce -o /usr/local/bin/telepresence

Linux
sudo curl -fLhttps://app.getambassador.io/download/tel2/linux/amd64/latest/telepresen
ce -o /usr/local/bin/telepresence
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 Make the binary executable
sudo chmod a+x /usr/local/bin/telepresence

 Connect your local machine to your Kubernetes cluster.
$ telepresence connect

 Test the connection by cURL-ling our front-end service via its Kubernetes
service name.
$ curlhttp://verylargejavaservice.default:8080/color
“green”

Notice two things here:
A You are able to refer to the remote Service directly via its internal cluster
name as if your development machine is inside the cluster
B The color returned by the remote
local result you saw above of “blue”

DataProcessingService

is “green”, versus the

 Let’s take our connecting to the cluster a step further now by initiating an
intercept from our remote dataprocessingservice to our local debug session
running on http://localhost:3000. This will send any traffic destined for the
remote service down to our debugger
$ telepresence intercept dataprocessingservice --port 3000
Launching Telepresence Daemon v2.1.2 (api v3)
Connecting to traffic manager…
Connected to context peteroneilljr-office-hours (https://34.67.161.22)
Using deployment dataprocessingservice
intercepted
Intercept name: dataprocessingservice
State : ACTIVE
Destination : 127.0.0.1:3000
Intercepting : all TCP connections
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 Let’s try to cURL our front-end service once again. This time we should see
our local debugger logging the interaction between the front-end service and
our local dataprocessingservice .
$ curlhttp://verylargejavaservice.default:8080/

Awesome! Now that our local debugger is hooked up to the remote cluster we
should be all set to start debugging!

Step 4: Step Through Your Breakpoints
Let’s set a breakpoint on the getColor function. Hover over just to the left of the
line number and click on the red dot. Once it’s set, visit localhost:3000in your
browser, VScode should pop to the foreground. Click the play button to close the
request and the webpage should finish loading.

Now your IDE is processing traffic directly from the cluster, let’s open up our
sample application in a web browser: http://verylargejavaservice.default:8080
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VScode will pop open on the breakpoint again. This time let’s click the step button
(the one with the clockwise rotating arrow) until the breakpoint reaches
the fmt.Println and you see the c: “green” in the variables window. If you try to
adjust the variable directly in the IDE variables pane you will receive the following
error.
Failed to set variable — literal string can not be allocated because function calls are no
t allowed without using ‘call’

More details about the bug
here: https://github.com/golang/vscode-go/issues/1173
To work around this issue we can adjust the variable in the debug terminal with
the command call c = “orange”

Now let’s end the breakpoint and send the info back to the web browser. Click the
play button in the top command bar.
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Awesome! You should see the verylargejavaservice loading with the orange
background colors. We’ve successfully made a request to our front-end service
running in our remote cluster, where Telepresence intercepted the traffic sending
it through our local debugging session, where we inspected and updated the data
to send back the orange color variable.
Introducing Telepresence into the development flow gives us a bridge from our
local development environment to our remote Kubernetes cluster. Allowing us to
test and debug traffic from the remote cluster as if it was on our local machine, in
other words, giving us feedback from our local service to see how it will perform
when running in the remote cluster.

Step 5: (Bonus) Clone your pod’s environment
variables to your debug session
In some scenarios, a service can inherit environment variables from the cluster or
configuration. In cases like this, cloning the remote deployments environment
variables to our local service will be necessary to ensure closer parity between
the two environments. To do this we will leverage Telepresence to copy the
environment variables from the remote service and save them to a .env file. Then
we will tell VScode to add these variables to the debug environment.
To let VScode know that we want to include an environment file, we need to
create a launch configuration specifying where the file is going to be.
 Stop your last debugging session if it is still running.
 Click the Gear Icon in the top right corner to open the

launch.json

file.

 From here click the Add Configuration button.
 Select

Go: Launch File

 Add the line
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{
"name": "Launch with env file",
"type": "go",
"request": "launch",
"mode": "debug",
"program": "${file}",
"envFile": "${workspaceFolder}/go-debug.env"
}

Now that VScode knows where the file is going to be located let’s generate the file
with Telepresence. This time run the intercept from the terminal window within
VScode to ensure the file is created in the project directory.
$ telepresence intercept dataprocessingservice — port=3000 — env-file=go-debug.env
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Finally, start the debug session. Click the debug icon on the right side and click
the launch session button.
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Now your local process is running with all the same variables as if it was running in
the remote cluster.
You can also locally access volumes mounted into your remote Services. This is
useful if you are storing configuration, tokens, or other state required for the
proper execution of the service. We’ll cover this in more detail in a future tutorial.

Conclusion
Go + Kubernetes
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Today, we’ve learned how to use Telepresence to rapidly iterate on a Golang
microservice running in Kubernetes. Now, instead of waiting for slow local
development processes, we can iterate quickly with an instant feedback loop and
a productive cloud native development environment. We've also learned how to
use Telepresence to easily debug a Go microservice running in Kubernetes. Now,
instead of trying to mock out dependencies or fiddle around with remote
debugging, we can iterate quickly with an instant feedback loop when locally
debugging using our favorite IDE and tools.
If you want to learn more about Telepresence, check out the following resources:
Read the docs
Watch the demo video
Read more about Intercepts
Learn about Preview URLs for easy collaboration with teammates
Join our Slack channel to connect with the Telepresence community
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